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Our single 
gateway

Vodafone Messaging Hub P2P – a single point of contact
Vodafone Messaging Hub consolidates access to Vodafone’s more than 500m 
mobile customers and our rapidly growing reach-list of Mobile Network 
Operators (MNOs), through a single interconnect and commercial agreement.

SMS industry

SMS remains one of the most popular 
methods of communicating with any device 
on any mobile network. Ubiquity of reach is 
a unique feature not available via any other 
messaging application. 

The SMS Person-to-Person (P2P) industry is 
facing many challenges. We are witnessing 
an annual decline in market size of 5% 
triggered by the popularity of instant 
messaging apps such as WhatsApp, Facebook 
Messenger and Snapchat. 

Historically, a major portion of international 
P2P SMS traffic has been exchanged 
between MNOs on a mutual forgiveness 
basis. This arrangement minimised billing and 
operational complexity and was successful  
when most sent messages resulted in a 
reply, which led to a balance between MNOs 
receipts and payments. Currently, there 
are 975 mobile operators1 using multiple 
messaging solutions and access technologies 
leading to considerable overhead of technical 
and commercial resources. Maintaining all 
these point-to-point relationships between 
multiple networks becomes highly complex, 
problematic and resource-intensive.

Vodafone Messaging Hub

Vodafone Messaging Hub (VMH) simplifies 
SMS management using a centralised hub. 
It allows MNOs to maintain their control on 
SMS monetisation and to reduce their effort, 
cost and risk from managing hundreds of 
individual network connections. 

By utilising the same capability that 
Vodafone uses to support its customers, 
you can be assured that you are getting a 
network capable of supporting best-in-class 
services covering the entire communications 
value chain. 

Over 80% of respondents say they open 
every SMS they receive.

Source: Shift Communications  
Consumer Survey, September 2015
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Value proposition

VMH simplifies and efficiently manages SMS traffic, expands reach, optimises routing and 
provides increased security. We do this through our technical solution and a change in 
approach towards SMS control:

VMH provides MNOs access to global messaging markets with the same premium service 
levels that Vodafone provides to its own retail customers. Customers get access to Vodafone’s 
mobile users as well as Vodafone’s rapidly growing reach-list of other MNOs.

Features Benefits

Source operator 
MSISDN validation

Operator and sender validation - VMH performs a validation 
check by comparing the originating operator that has issued the 
message to the operator who owns the MSISDN that is presented 
as creating the message. 

Velocity tresholds Maximum number of messages/minute that a source MSISDN is 
allowed to originate. Once the threshold is exceeded, MSISDN is 
added to a blocked senders list. 

Keyword detection Identify keywords they would like the service to scan for real-time. 

Content 
fingerprinting

Basic keyword and pattern filtering to produce fingerprinting for 
identified spam. 

External content filtering for detecting spam campaigns is 
available as an additional service. 

Payload type 
detection

Facilitate the identification of selected types of message payloads. 
Types of messages that can be detected are: Facilitate the 
identification of selected types of message payloads. Types of 
messages that can be detected are: Binary, WAP Push, MMS 
Notification, EMS, Ringtone, Picture, ME Data Download, ME  
De-personalisation SM, (U)SIM Data Download, Smart Message.

White and 
blacklists

Either allow or deny list of MSISDNs, operators’ SMSC node 
address, and operators.

• Direct access to all Vodafone markets

• One contract, one connection

• Contract management optimisation

• Manage unauthorised traffic to  
increase monetisation

• Stabilising point-to-point traffic

• Enhanced control and monitoring of  
SMS traffic on the network

• Centralised reporting and settlement

Features

A large part of our success depends on our 
ability to provide service consistently 
and effectively. VMH is a carrier-grade 
messaging hub, powered by technology 
that is reliable, cost-effective, timely  
and secure.

• Single connection management

• Fraud, spam and spoof protection

• Number portability resolution

• Node address translation

• Centralised reporting services

• End-to-end Quality of Service

With these features, VMH ensures that the 
operator’s network identifies, captures, 
blocks, and monetises messages that were 
previously not included in the operator’s 
revenue stream. VMH’s Firewall is a powerful, 
rules based system, which is highly 
configurable, and can target specific message 
types to remove known threats. It also uses 
intelligent heuristic algorithms to classify 
messages as spam or unidentified threats 
based on unusual patterns of submission 
or content. The service has the capability to 
filter out a range of undesirable messages 
that seek to attack or defraud subscribers or 
network infrastructure.

Next steps

To discover more about how Vodafone 
Messaging Hub P2P can grow your business 
and extend your reach please contact your 
Account Manager or get in touch at:  
carrierservices@vodafone.com

For more information, please visit:  
www.vodafone.com/business/ 
carrier-services

Key feature: firewall

One of the key features of VMH is the firewall. The grey route detection methodology involves 
multiple detection techniques to protect against fraud, spam and faking.  
The process for detecting grey routes typically will utilise the following features:


